Congratulation! As an AFGL Accredited Course, please find enclosed your Official
Course Accreditation Certificate. We thank you for joining the AFGL and hope
that you will display your Certificate with pride.

Mission Statement:
The American FootGolf League brings the sport of FootGolf to golf courses across America by
guiding owners and operators on installing and promoting FootGolf as a new activity.
Since 2011 the AFGL has set the standards for course design, layout and yardage for pars. As
Founding and Governing Body for the sport of FootGolf in the US, under the Federation for
International FootGolf (FIFG), the AFGL ensures courses that they meet or exceed the standards
of play around the world. We give courses the resources to develop, market and grow FootGolf
with confidence. We give players quality courses to play on taking player development to the
next level.
The AFGL promotes the true spirit of the game of FootGolf as embodied in the ancient and
honorable traditions of golf and football soccer. It acts in the best interests of the game for the
continued enjoyment of those who love and play it.
The AFGL serves the game most visibly through the conduct of its promotional tournaments,
pro-am tour and the upcoming national championship. Together with the Federation for
International FootGolf, the American FootGolf League provides governance for the game
nationwide, jointly administering the Rules of FootGolf, establishing equipment standards, and
formulating the Rules of Amateur Status. The AFGL also maintains the AFGL Handicap and
Course Rating Systems, develops and promotes sustainable FootGolf course management
practices, and writes the history of the game in the US.

IF YOU HAVE NOT BEEN TO OUR WEBSITE RECENTLY, PLEASE VIEW
WWW.FOOTGOLF.NET AND SEE OUR UPDATES!

AMERICAN FOOTGOLF LEAGUE, 777 EAST TAHQUITZ CANYON WAY-STE 200, PALM SPRINGS, CA. 92262
PHONE: (760)501-0100 FAX: (866)702-1667 EMAIL: USA@FOOTGOLF.NET

